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Abstract 

Day and Night phenomena is a continues reflection of writers in 

each language including Dari (Persian). In Peer Herat Sheikhul Islam 

Ansari’s words these two phenomena are serious words in a way that 

there is a dialogue between them in an article. Talking about night and 

its benefits has special place in his poem and prose words in a way that 

night is more prestige and better. Night’s better place came from the 

place in which night is a relax time and according to the verses and 

God’s speeches is the best time for praying and talking to God. Hence, 

Pir Herat selected night in his words than day and overcome on day’s 

situation.  This article talks on night’s face according to Khoja 

Abdullah Ansari to provide his thoughts for his fans. 
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Abstract 

Zika virus is one of mosquito-borne viruses of Flaviviridae family. 

Zika virus was first detected in the African country of Uganda in 

1940’s. To date, three major outbreaks of this virus have been reported. 

Zika infection is usually asymptomatic, but in a small percentage of 

infected individuals it may cause a mild illness. However, emergence 

and spread of Zika virus in recent two and half years in many countries 

of America, Europe, Africa and Asia; and its probable association with 

microcephaly and other brain anomalies, resulted in World Health 

Organization declaring this virus as a “Public Health Emergency of 

International Concern”. Nonetheless, the link between Zika infection 

and microcephaly has not yet properly been established. Due to its 

deleterious effects on the brain and future wellbeing of a fetus, the use 

of proper diagnostic and therapeutic tools is more than ever 

emphasized. No vaccine nor cure is available for Zika infection yet. To 

date, different modes of transmission of Zika have been reported, and 

the list is increasing momentarily. This indicates the invasiveness and 

flexibility of this virus in order to better fit and expand its environment 

and spread to healthy individuals. The current efforts focusing on 

understanding the modes of Zika virus transmission can potentially 

lead to establishment and formulating new and sophisticated 

therapeutic and control strategies for this virus.   

Key words: Zika virus, pregnancy, Microcephaly, fetus 
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Mullana Abdul Rahman Jami; from Collecting to 

Exposing properties 
Prof. Khalil Ahmad Jami 

 

Abstract 

Mullana Abdul Rahman Jami; expert, poet and stand out Sofi of 

Ninth Hegira Century, considering his high social class, his 

connections with elders and his political thought roots with kings and 

governors, he was encouraged all the time materialistically and 

spiritually and based on his life expenditures were fulfilled by their 

kindness.  

One of the basic and challenging questions was that, what he was 

doing all that money and property? Was he a real materialist like all 

extremists? Was he sybaritic and spent his money on illegal ways? Or 

Mullana Jami spent his money on proper and necessary way as it was 

according to Sharia. 

This hypothesis, talks on that Mullana Jami was a real 

knowledgeable religious, expert and never abused his high social class. 

He never collected properties, and never did any sybaritic acts, and 

used his money in a fair way as charity to confirm that property and 

materials are goods to be used in a good way, but should be received 

and spent in a good way. This article is to confirm this hypothesis and 

pay attention to Mullana Jami’s life with modern point of views. 

Key words; continues generosity, collecting property, exposing 

property, moderation and extremist. 
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Abstract 

Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever (CCHF) is the most common 

viral hemorrhagic fever transmitted by ticks. CCHF outbreaks have 

occurred in a wide geographical region from west China to Middle 

East, southeast Europe and most of Africa. CCHF cases are increasing 

in number, geographical distribution, and clinical severity. In 

Afghanistan, CCHF cases have been identified since two decades ago. 

Herat province has also been recorded as the main endemic focus of 

the disease in the country. In the last five years, CCHF has presented 

unprecedentedly very severe, with a high morbidity and fatality rate. 

Many factors have been implicated in emergence, spread and severity 

of clinical manifestations of CCHF; change in lifestyle, 

epidemiological, environmental, and genetic factors are to name a few. 

The most important of these factors are tick bites, contact with 

contaminated animals, their contaminated tissues, and secretions, 

farming and husbandry. This article discusses. 

Keywords: Viral hemorrhagic fever, tick, geographical distribution. 
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Analysis on season three of Kanzulsalekin (fate season) 
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Abstract 

 This research talks on Khoja Abdullah Ansari’s prospective on 

fate and authority in one of his seasons in Kanzulsalekin (fate season) 

as one of the experts who provided his thoughts according to verses of 

Holly Quran. He like many other experts believe on theosophy forces 

and believes authority of mankind is nothing in contrast with Allah’s 

wish. But this force, did not take any authority of selection rights from 

mankind but also provide mankind reward if he selects the path in 

which is selected and Allah just give opportunity and reward. To 

Ansari, mankind should follow fate but with practice because Allah 

provided tools and selection is for the mankind. So mankind is 

authorized forced.   

Key words; Abdullah Ansari, Kanzulsalekin, Fate, force and 

authority 

 

 

  



Redox Reactions in Electrochemistry 
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Abstract 

Redox reaction is conduction of electron from reductant to oxidant. 

The half reaction method means that the complete reaction must be 

divided by two  

Piece, each peace should be balanced, after that collected both two 

pieces together.     

Based on redox reactions, there are two kinds of electro chemical 

cells. In Galvani cell electricity production reaction is occurred by 

itself. Performing work in environment. In electrolytic cell, 

environment is performed work, by losing electro energy. Both cells 

have two electrodes in there electrolyte solution. In anode oxidation 

processes and in cathode reduction processes are occurred.      

Keywords: Cells, Electrochemistry, Electrolyte and Redox. 
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Abstract 

From the beginning of modernist in west, different theories on 

development and political geography has risen but faced ambiguity. In 

general, there are two primary theories in two mentioned areas; main root is 

in modern literature and critical flow is post-modern views. Relation 

between development and political geography should be gained from 

political development and foreign politic related to geography with provision 

of point of views related to the flows with different views. According to this, 

main question is this; what is the role of international geography in foreign 

politic development? This issue in frame of critical geopolitics is one of sub-

basis theories of critical geopolitics studies with interpretation of data of 

libraries. The result is that international geography of nations is important for 

provision of strategies and foreign policy prose to the point that without 

nation’s boarder there would not any international policy. We should not 

reject the important role of conception and thoughts of foreign political 

decision makers for making figurative geography areas. This issue 

highlighted after cold war and leaded modern countries for foreign politics 

development. Hence, main question is this, international geography as one of 

basic elements of foreign policy stands against imaginary pics and figurative 

environment in addition to forming traditional strategies, and can lead 

nations foreign policies to permanent development. 

Key words; development, foreign policy, geopolitics, geopolitics code, 

geopolitics views, geopolitics theory. 



Analysis on definition and aspect of Rural 

Dispersion Development 
 

Author: Asadullah Ramin Hanif 

 

Abstract 

       Horizontal development in case of Urban Sprawl happened in 

a large amount of world cities. This phenomenon is one of the biggest 

urban challenges which happened during the second of 20
th

 century 

and currently it is being attention by most of countries in the world. 

Urban Sprawl is one the spatial policies challenges which accrued by 

scattered and scattered development, spilled and farther away from 

urban centers and generally with no mixed land use and generally 

cause the losses of energy, water resources, pollution and many other 

environmental problems. This paper concentrates on concepts and 

characteristics of urban sprawl and firstly describes the urban 

development and its types and then explains the urban sprawl 

development patterns, concepts and characteristics.   

 Key words: Urban development, Urban Sprawl, Horizontal 

growth, density. 

  

 


